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NEWS
Moonlight Parade To Be Held
Tomorrow Night; Aeolian Guild
Singers To Be Here Saturday
Night; ROTC Training Camp To
Be Held Here This Summer; Arrangements For Stadium Near
Completion As Governor Signs
Bill.
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SPORTS
Tiger Baseball Team To Play
Furman Here Tomorrow Afternoon; Cinder Men To Meet Powerful University Of Georgia Team
Saturday Afternoon; Newly Completed Field Housd To Be Dedicated Friday Night.
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Governor Maybank Signs Authorization Bill For Clemson Stadium
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1,500 ROTC Cadets Train Here In Summer
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Field House Dedication Set For Tomorrow Night
«

TRUSTEE: —The Honorable
J. P. Mozingo, state senator,
who was
recently named to
the board
of trustees of the
college by the South Carolina
legislature. He Is a native of
Darlington.

TAPS MAESTRO:— The famous Paul Whiteman, who made
the Gershwin
"Rhapsody In
Blue" a classic, and who will
play for the annual Taps ■ Ball
next week-end. Whiteman, who
has smashed attendance records everywhere, will bring with
him some of the nations finest
entertainers, among them the
featured vocalists Anne Southerland and Frank Howard.

CONTESTANT —
Wfl)ker
Gardiner, honor agricultural
sophomore from Florence, was
this week selected by the Sears
Scholarship Committee as the
representative of the Clemson
Sears Scholarship group to
Chicago where he will compete
for additional scholarships.

Work On Project
To Begin Before
End 0( Summer

Affair To Be
For Men Only
Coach Orders

Clemson's proposed stadium came
another step nearer reality last
Tuesday when Governor Burnet R.
Maybank signed a bill to authorize
a bond issue of a hundred and
fifty thousand dollars to finance
the structure, after it was passed
by both houses of the state legislature.
According to an announcement
by Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, the bonds will be issued
shortly and work on the twenty
thousand seat capacity stadium is
expected to begin before the close
of the summer.
Tentative plans havt been drawn
up and the stadium as it is now
proposed will be built in two sections on either side of the playing field. Each ection is to contain
approximately ten thousand seats.
The stadium will be constructed in
the natural depression behind, the
college field house and will provide
dressing rooms, showers and dugouts to be built in the stadium.
For many years the present
stadium has been inadequate to
provide for large crowds and as
a result many important games
have been played elsewhere, which
would normally have been played
at Clemson. With the new stadium,
many of the important games
scheduled will be played here, Mr.
Littlejohn said.

Clemson Athletic Dirtctor Frank
Howard today announced the program for the dedication of the new
unit to Clemson's field house here
Friday, April 11th. The $75,000 unit
housing athletic offices, dressing
rooms, 23 dormitory rooms, and
memorial hall completes the $200,000 three-unit field house.
Special invitations to attend the
dedication have been sent to 1,500
members of the Clemson Iptay organization and replies indicate a
large attendance. All Clemson alumni are invited to the dedication
but the buffet supper and Iptay
meeting at 8 o'clock is limited to
Iptay members.
The program will open at 4
o'clock Friday afternoon with a
baseball game between Clemson
and Furman University. The Tigers
this year have shown evidence of
a team improved over recent years
They dropped the opening game
to Michigan State, 5 to 4, and tied
the Springfield, Mass., professional
team, 3 to 3 Thursday.
At six o'clock registration for
Iptay members will be held at the
field house and visitors will be
conducted on a tour of the new
unit.
At 7:15 o'clock the Clemson cadet
corps will present its annual Moonlight Parade in honor of Miss
Nancy Coleman, recently selected
honorary colonel of the Clemson
cadet corps. This event is annually
one of Clemson's most colorful military events and several thousand
visitors are expected to view the
parade.
The buffet supper for Iptay members will be held in the small gymnasium of the field house at 8
o'clock and following this there
will be a general meeting of the
Iptay membership.

Aeolian Singers
Here Saturday
In Free Concert
The Aeolian Guild Singers of the
Georgia State College for Women
will be presented in concert at eight
o'clock Saturday night by the Tiger
Brotherhood, President Bill Awtry
announced this week.
The program will be in line with
the honor group's service policy
which has brought to Clemson such
outstanding organizations as the
Columbia College Glee club, the
Carolina Co-ed Glee club and the
Winthrop orchestra during the last
three semsters.
The Aeolian Singers will come
to Clemson well-known, having
sung here last year, when they were
also sponsored by the Tiger Brotherhood.
Miss Carstens is director of the
choir.
Members of the Guild are
Dorothy Arnsdorff, Lois Albert,
Marian Adair, Margaret Baldwin,
Martha Barrow, Loree Bartlett,
Vera Bennett, jo Anne Bivins, Lena
Bowers, Myra Boykin, Mary Alice
Brown, Bundy Wilhelmina, Sara
Ellis Culbreth, and JaJne Cleveland.
I
Also Dorothy Culbreth, Norma
Durden, Ruth Dixon, Carol Estes,
Agnes Evatt, Johnnie Mac Frizzle,
Mary Eva Gay, Ann Gwynn, Marjorie herring, Eloise Helm, Scotta
Hill, Betty Hudson, Martha Hudson,
Mildred Johnson, Miriam Jones,
HHazel Killingsworth, Clyde Ellen
Longley, Virginia Lucas, Doryl Massey, and Charlotte Methwin.
Also Geneva Morris, Dorothy
Myrick, Annie Ruth McCorkle, Betty Nelson, Joelyn North, Lila Parker, Mildred Purdom, Clyde Reynolds, Lois Reed, Jean Reese, Virginia Ryals, Susan Segers, Hannah
Slappy, JJane 'Smith, Mary orrels,
Jane parks, Ann Stafford, Dorothy
Stone, Mary kann, Ruth tevenson,
Ella Ruth Thompson, Edythe Trapnell,
Marjorie
Whorpe,
Sarah
Vaughan, Betty Ward, Martiel
Bridges, Peggy Jones, Olimpia Diaz,
Ann Waterson, Betty Sue Smith,
and RRoena McJunkin.

#

Textile Grad Of 35
Made Superintendent
Virginia Corporation

PRESIDENT:—Miss MaryKatherine Littlejohn, daughter of
Business Manager and Mrs. J.
C. Llttlejohn, who was recently
elected president of the rising
senior class at Winthrop College.

Robert
M. McCrary,
textile
graduate of the class of '35 has
recently been appointed superintendent of the Martinsvllle Cotton
Mill Company, Incorporated, of
Martinsville, Virginia.
He was formerly overseer of
spinning and assistant superintendent of Gossett Mills, Williamston Plant,
Williamston, South
Carolina,

COMPLETED:—
Dedication exercises for the completed Clemson College field house will be
held Friday niffht in conjunction with the annual Ipty. banquet at eight o'clock. Approximately
eighteen hundred persons are eipeuted to attend, fine completed isiftld house will house the facilities of the coaching staff, the gymnasiums, showers, the Clemson News Bureau, and quarters for
the visiting teams.
—Photo by Hufford.

Huguenin, Watkins, Able
Named To Head Agrarian
'Ugly Man Of The
Student Body' Be
Elected Next Week
Winthrop has its May Queen
West Point, its sweetheart of
the academy, the annual agricultural fair, its ag queenie,
and now Cleimsqin may have
through the sponsorship of the
scouters service fraternity, Alpha
Phi Omega, its "'Boobie King."
Students will have the opportunity within the next several days to select the person
who they think is "the ugliest
man in the student body." The
selection will be in the form of
an cipen election sponsored by
the honor scouters fraternity,
and will probably be held next
Friday, according to the officials
of the fraternity. The definite
date will be announced in the
next issue of the Tiger.
In sponsoring the contest, officials of the fraternity will attempt to establish as an annual
event, the selection of the
"Boobie
King", with all the
trimmings, fun and frolic that
go with the selection. It will in
no way detract from the other
honorary selections made by the
student body, they say.
line announcement of tne
winner will be made at spring
inspection in early May.
JIM NORRIS VISITS CAMPUS
Jim Norris of Belton, dairy graduate of '34, now with the White
Dairy Products
compay of Birmingham, was a recent visitor on
the campus. Mr. Norris was superintendent of Miami Dairies for
a number of years after graduation.

Other Officers
Are Announced
By Old Staff
Edward P. Huguenin, vocational
agricultural education junior from
Ridgeland, was
today
named
editor-in-chief of The Agrarian,
official publication of the agricultural student
body, succeeding
Prank E. Rogers, of Darlington.
S. K. Able, Saluda junior majoring in agricultural education was
appointed managing editor succeeding H. C. Zerbst, of Charleston.
M. D. Watkins, agronomy junior
from Westminster, was named
business manager, succeeding E.
L. Young, of Florence.
The new staff will assume control of the publication after the
hext issue, which will be distributed in May, Rogers announced.
Other appointments are L. C.
Hammond, agronomy junior from
Seneca, who will serve as associate editor; J. H. Stevenson, agricultural economics junior from
Marion,
assistant business manager; B. R. Leonard, agricultural
education junior from Due West,
circulation manager: and R. C.
Wiggins, animal husbandry junior
from Hopkins, assistant criculation manager.
VISITORS
Dr. and Mrs. James M. Sherman
of Cornell University were guests of
Professor and Mrs. Franklin Sherman during the spring holidays.
Dr. Sherman is head of the dairy
department at Cornell.

Curiosity Didn't
Kill His Cat, But
It Almost Got Ware
Curiosty didn't kill this cat,
but t certainly almost got it
revenge for it's murder. It never woull have happened of the
owner of ihe cat hadn't been
curous enogh to visit the zoology exhibit at the Ag Fair.
Professor Ware planned to
have the carcass of a student
dissected cat on display in his
class exhibit at the recent Ag.
^ Fair. Now, enbalmed cats cost
cost about three dollars each,
and the Pr&f. Ware is noted
for his reluctance to part with
the aforesaid three dollars, so
a student was dispatched to the
rear of the college mess hall to
pick up a stary.

Clemson's All-American yearbook,
and their sponsors.
Members of the staff are, Ed.
Hallman, editor-in-chief; R . B.
Caughman, associate editor; H. V.
Simpson, business manager; J. C.
Hartley, literary editor; A. H. Drivir, advertising manager; H. C. Zerbst, sports editor; G. E. Shirley,
photo editor; E. R. Denny, feature
editor; F. K. Hinnant, assistant
business manager; and J. A. Garner, assistant advertising manager.
Friday night at eight o'clock the
staff will be honored at a gigantic
banquet in the college mess hall
by Clemson's genial mess officers,
Captain J. D. Harcombe.
Whiteman, long known as one

E. P. HUGUENIN

M. D. WATKINS

of the foremost orchestra leaders
in the nation, will bring with him
a full entourage featuring the
charming songstress, Ann Sutherland, and Farnk Howard, romantic young baritone.
Other features of the band include in the brass section, Miguel
Duchesne, Latin America's hottost
trumpet player, and Willie Rodrigue, one of the world's
greatest
drummers.
Muray McEachern,
versatile soloist and master of six
instruments will acccompany the
group.
"A master of sweet and swing,
Whiteman and his orchestra promises to have a wide variety of popular tunes, ranging from the hot-

test swing to the more conservative tunes", CDA Publicity Director
Frank Horton said," and when he
arrives on the eighteenth everything will be in readiness for one
of the best dance series in the history o fthe school."
Approximately three hundreed
persons have signed up on the three
day old dance roster and indications are that there will be many
more in the next week and a half.
Prices are, for the Friday night,
formal, three bucks-fifty; for the
Saturday afternoon T-dance, seventy five cents; and for the Saturday night informal, two dollars,
Horton said.

R. o. T. C. students from all
colleges in the entire Fourth Corps
Area, which includes seven southern states, will train here at Clemson this summer instead of at Fort
McClellan, Alabama, where the
summer training camps have been
held in the past.
The announcement was made
yesterday following a conference
between Dr. Robert Franklin Poole.
Colonel H. M. Pool and Brigadier
General John P. Smith, Commander of the Fourth Corps Area, at
Fort McPherson.
The camp will open June 6 and
continue through July 18, it was
announced. Colonel Pool will be in
command of the camp.
Approximately two
thousand
trainees are
expected to attend
camp, Colonel Pool said.
CLEMSON FACILITIES
Clemson Facilities for training
the men are entirely adequate except for a suitable firing range.
Work to complete the range needed for the trainees got under way
yesterday.
Colonel Pool said that the reason for choosing Clemson was that
the trainees would be better cared
for here than at Fort McClellan.
At the Fort, there is a shortage of
cooks and the trainees would have
to sleep in tents. Complete mess
hall facilities and barracks rooms
for the entire two thousad men
will be available here at Clemson,
It was pointed out.
A staff of regular army officers
will be seat here before the opening of camp to assist Colonel Pool
in conducting the training.
HERE ONCE BEFORE
Once before, in 1933, the Reserve
Officer's Training camp was held
here. All other training
camps
held since the establishment of the
R. O: T.
C. under the National
Defense Act of 1920 have been held
at Fort McClellan.

Daniel Stresses
Need For Loyalty
In Today's World

Frank H. Thames, chemistry
engineering junior from Charleston, was this week elected Master
Alchemist of Alpha Chi Sigma,
national professional
chemistry
fraternity, to succeed J. S. Mace,
also of Charleston. David A. Bissett, chemistry engineering junior
from Savannah, was named vice
The exhibit has fixed up as
Master Alchemist, succeeding O.
soon as the student returned
A. McManhon.
with his prize cat. The exhibOther newly elected officers are
it was a huge success. People
John R.
Sosnowski, chemistry
S. K. ABLE
came and kept coming. In fact,
junior from John's Island, secreit won the prize as the best exEXECUTIVES:— Shown here
O'Dell, chemistry
hibit at the fair. Finally, after6 tary, George
is Edward ^Hugenin, agriculjunior from Spartanburg, master
the day was about over, and
tural education junior from
of ceremonies, Francis Webster,
the Prof, was basking in his
Ridgeland who was today namchemistry engineering junior from
glory, a prominent campus lady
ed editor-in-chief of the AgrGreenville, treasurer, J. H. Mapcame in to inspect the exhibit.
arian. In the center is M. D.
All went well until she come
pus, chemistry . engineering soWatkins, Westminster junior
tothe dissected eat. She took
phomore from Charleston, reportmajoring in agronomy, who is
one look at it, then opened her
er, and A. F. Mayer, chemistry sonewly appointed business manmouth and sent forth a pierphomore from Taunton, Massaager. The lower picture shows
cing scream.
chusetts, recorder.
the new managing editor, S.
These men will
replace J. F.
K. Able,
agricultural educaShe recognized the deead cat
Watson,
Jack
Godsey, F. H.
tion junior from Saluda. The
as her pedigreed Persian, which
Thames, and George O'Dell, with
new staff will take complete
had disappeared several days
Webster re-elected to his former
charge of the publication after
before.
office.
the next issue in early May.
The fraternity was host to the 6opp9
Latest reports have it
that
southeastern coonclave of Alpha
Prof. Ware hasn't ventured
Chi Sigma last week-end.
forth from his office yet.

Taps Ball Be Held Next Week-End
Preparations are in full swing for
the largest Taps Ball in Clemson's
history, and in less than a week
and a half Clem's jive hounds will
dance to the famous "Rhapsody In
Blue" Paul Whitman and his orchestra.
Dates for the series nf
dances have been set for Friday
and Saturday, April 18-19,
by
Rhayme Guyton, president of the
Central Dance Association. The
Friday night formal dance
will
start at nine thirty and will be
follwed by the informal Saturday
afternoon tea-dance at four and
the evening dance at eight.
The dance is presented in honor
of the erecutive staff of the Taps,

All Facilities Here
Are Better Than
Fort McClellan's

Thames Elected
Top Position In
Chemistry Frat

WHITEMAN SWINGS OUT AT-

CampToOpen
June 6-July 18
Pool Reveals

Minarets Get
Junior Members
In AIEE Group

Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus
of the school of general science and
one of the outstanding speakers of
the country, addressed the Men's
Fellowship Club of the First Presbyterian Church in Anderson Tuesday night, stressing the fact that
loyalty of American citizens to themselves, their jobs, their country, and
to Christ were the foremost needs
of America today.
The veteran educator was heard in
an inspirational address delivered
before more than a hundred Andersonians. Intermixed with his noted
brand of humor, the speech urged
American men to carry out their
jobs with unflinching loyalty, and
to "rededicate themselves to Christ,
the greatest man of history now
and for all time."
He had no sympathy for strikes in
labor, and declared, "I can't understand why men are striking for $10
a day while some of your children t
are in military training camps fj
$2i a month." Those who attempj
overcome this country's govern
Dr. Daniel described as "er,
who should be sent to som§
country."
He termed disloyalty onj
worst qualities in any
and one which has ru
for many young men.
"A man must be loyj
and to his job and
he said, "It is my ho]j
rededicate ourselve,
This we must dq
come to a state <

The Clemson College Minarets,
student architectural society, have
been accepted as junior members
I don'j
of the South Carolina Chapter of
the American Institute of Archi- confuse!
tects, it was announced here by
Whe,
Professor R. E. Lee, head of the what
Clemson Architectural department.
The affiliation was completed at
the recent meeting of the S. C.
chapter of A. I. A. at Clemson.
Student officers of the Clemson
Minaret Club are: Cadet R. E;
Holroyd, Anderson, president; vi<
president W. E. HaHllman, Aike:
and secretary and treasurer G,
O'Brien, of Columbia.
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Clemson Cheese Experiment
Has Excellent Possibilities
For several months Clemson's "Roquefort Cheese" experiment has been under
way at the old Stump House mountain tunnel above Walhalla. There is much anticipation regarding the venture and its outcome at the termination of the experiment
in July. Some have been skeptical, others
overly optimistic about the attempt to produce American Blue Vein cheese which will
duplicate the. flavor of the now scarce
French Roquefort cheese, so much in demand by cheese lovers all over the nation.
Charles B. Driscoll, the national known
author and columnist, in his famous syndicated column, "New York Day By Day", as
a cheese-lover, recently voiced his anticipation of the outcome with this statement:
"I read with much joy of the experiments
going on at Clemson College, S. C, in the
making of an American cheese that may
duplicate the flavor of the Roquefort.
"There is a gootl stone tunnel in the
Stump House mountain. It was the beginning of a railway tunnel, construction on
which was halted by the War Between the
States. In the tunnel the first big batch of
American Roquefort is now curing. We'll
know something about the results next
July.
"Here's one cheese-eater who is cheering
for Clemson."
All indications are that the experiment
will be highly successful, and that Dr. Miller and his cohorts who are responsible for
the idea, will be able to produce an exact
duplicate of the Roquefort.
Perhaps, however, through some environmental oddity the Clemson cheese will not
resemble the original French cheese. Nevertheless, it is highly probable that a cheese
of this type will be produced.
A recent article in the Baltimore Sun
said, "A highly flavored cheese called
"Stumphouse" might prove to be irresistible if the Roquefort flavor is not produced."
At any rate it opens its possibilities to
the dairy farmers of South Carolina and
the neighboring states, and might prove a
boon to that industry, thus performing
for the state a service that the proposed
railway could never have accomplished.
H. W. H.

Insurance And Some—

The Tiger this week salutes Mr. Gustave E. Metz for his outstanding service to. the school during the-comparatively chort time he has acted as Clemson's registrar. Through hard work and
keen judgment he has made himself
invaluable in his position.
Clemson
students have found in him a real
friend, one who never passes up an opportunity to help straighten out their
small catastrophies.
Always, courteous, always friendly,
he manages to maintain a high standard of efficiency and at the same
time, retains the common touch. Modest and unassuming, Mr. Metz is the
true friend of Clemson men. The Tiger
salutes him as a friend and as a gentleman.

Service Is The Honor
That Tops Them All—
Mu Beta Psi represents the spirit of
Clemson which prompts men to work for
nothing, to aid their fellows solely for
the satisfaction they get from doing a job,
and doing it well.
Today, this organization taps six new
members into its ranks. They are all men
who have shown by their willingness to
work that they are worthy of being given
this recognition.
The members of the fraternity have
rendered a great service to the school by
acting as ushers at the concerts of the
artist course series. This, and other projects they have unselfishly cooperated in,
takes them from the ranks of the honorary society and definitely makes the Mu
Beta Psi a real service organization.

Wednesday Is Church Night
Several complaints have been brought
up regarding the usurping of the available time on Wednesday night by the
numerous clubs and organizations on the
campus. Designated as church night, Wednesday night affords the most opportune
time for religious meetings, but recently,
called meetings by the other organizations
have seriously interfered with the regular
procedure of the various church programs.
Last year a schedule w"as proposed to
designate the time for meetings of these
organizations, but there was very little
action taken in that behalf. The Tiger
proposes a similar schedule again this
year and suggests that some of the service
fraternities cooperate with this venture
in order that Wednesday night may be
free for church activities.
H. W. H.

Water Fountain? Here's A WayThe City of Anderson again shows her
benevolent attitude toward Clemson in the
nature of an editorial printed in the Anderson Independent today which runs:
"There seems to be a general spirit of
do nothingness concerning the fountain
now reposing in rusting uselessness on the
courthouse grounds.
"Meanwhile, an" offer by Clemson to take
the fountain and place it in operation still
is standing.
"If some practical use could be found
for the fountain so that it could be enjoyed by Andersonians, that should be
done. If nobody intends to do anything
about it, however, Clemson's offer should
be accepted."
There has been considerable comment
on the erection of a water fountain at
Clemson and the proposition set forth by
The • Independent could go a long way
toward the realization of this proposed
project.
H. W. H.

It's The War-

URT A. FERGUSON!
^A.SM-HASASTIPHIS AGREEMENT
^HEDOESNTHAVE
i SAME IN THREE

fes/
k't

need such a stipIn fact, we don't
a contract. The
the goods or
us. It takes
|r the "curly"

What's the matter with us? We "concentrate" on bombers, yet the British Sterling flies faster, carries more load, and is
better armed than our best.
National defense is beginning to bear
down on the little things of life.
Because Mr. Wrigley has patriotically
offered to turn over to the government
half a million pounds of aluminum, his
chewing gum on Clemson counters will
soon be wrapped in paper instead of tin
foil.
This seems pretty ominous. Next thing,
we'll be getting pencils without erasers.
But then a nation of radio comics without
humor, glamour girls without beauty, and
soldiers without guns, ought to be able
to take it.
If only the government would be open
and frank with us. When it acts foxy,
we're always afraid it's up to something.

From the journalistic point of view, this will be another
busy week-end for Clemson. Highlight of the week-end will
be the dedication of the new field house Friday night. The
board of trustees will meet Friday and Saturday, and the
Corps will parade for Honorary Cadet Colonel Nancy
Gilder Coleman Friday night.
The dedication of the field house, at which several
hundred Iptay members from several states will be present,
will mark the arrival of Clemson in athletics. For several
years the Clemson teams coached by Frank Howard, Jess
Neely, and their assistants have steadily advanced in regional and national standing.
During this period, Clemson
has risen
from just another
small school
to a power in
national collegiate athletics.
Our football team has played
in a major New Year's bowl
game—and won and has won
the Southern Conference championship once,
claimed cochampionship honors once, and
maintained one of the best records in
the conference for
four years.
Oother teams have done almost
as well. The
boxers have twice
won the
conference crown, the
basketballers have won the conference once, and the swimming
team took top honors in the conference in 1939.
The completion of the field
house
will give Clemson an
indoor plant which compares
favorably with the best in the
conference.
The construction
of the new outdoor stadium,
which is expected to be completed before the beginning of
the 1942 season, will give the
Clemson football team a playing field large enough to accommodate the crowds which
would come here for top-notch
games.
Clemson has definitely arrived
in athletics. Our teams
have for
several years been Tecognized as
1
among ' the most powerful in the
country, and with our expanding
physical plants it is safe to look
forward to seeing Clemson schedule nationally prominent teams
for home games at Clemson within the next few years.
"1. Due to forces, conditions,
matters and events beyond my
control, my one and only girl
and I have had a difference of
opinion.
2. If it so happens that
this difference is not settled
before the holidays, it is most
likely that I shall not see her
for a lonog duration of time.

3: Today is her birthday.
4. Because I had the err onj eoUs
belief
that freshmen
would rate this week-end earlier this week, 1 sent her word
of my coming.
5. She
has me so worried
that I can
think of nothing
else.
,
6. With the above facts in
mind, it appears absolutely imperative that I go to see her."
The permit was granted.
HATS OFF
During the past year it has
been observed by campus people that a greater number of
students are
bumping away
from the campus with the uniform hat as their only means
of identification as Clemson
students.
There are several reasons why
this practice should be stopped.
First of all, it prostitutes the
Clemson
uniform. The uniform
immediately identfies a student as
a Clemson men, which
incurs
many favors by most South Carolina motorists. If the student does
not want
to wear the complete
uniform, he should not be permitted to wear the hat.
In the second place, it offers an
easy way for others to impersonate students. The wife of a Clemson professor recently picked up a
man in Columbia who was wearing
a Clemson hat only to learn that
he didn't
go to Clemson at all.
"The hat," he
said, "makes it
much easier, for me to get around."
Such impersonators canexist
only as long as Clemson men
use their
hats as their only
mark of identification. Someone has suggested, and Wisely
we think, that a proper bust
be prescribed for any student
who wears uniform hat with
civilians clothes. We think the
Clemson
uniform rates that
protection.

Letters To And
From Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each and every
Clemson student and Faculty member who took part in the Agricultural Fair for the splendid cooperation they showed in putting
the exposition across.
Words cannot express my gratitude toward these agricultural men
I don't believe a better group of
boys could be found anywhere and
I have no fear for Clemson's future
as long as men of this calibre make
up the student body.
There was not a faculty member
in the entire school of agriculture
who did not give his fullest cooperation. They were the guiding
hands that kept us going in the
right direction, and they deserve
far more credit for the* success of
the fair than they received.
It has really been a pleasure
and an honor to work with such
swell people and I shall always admire the organization that exists
between Clemson men.
M. E. WALKER.

This weeks mail contained a letter from a friend of mine at Columbia University in New York
City. As you may have heard,
there seems to be a faint taint of
Communism at that University.
Many of the boys have been
spending a great deal of their time
at Columbus Circle where the rabble gathers to down this and down
that.
The boys finally decided that
Communism was a lot of "bunk",
and that the only things that could
be gained by standing about Columbus Circle was flat feet and
Cooties.
SAGE ADVICE
Sergeant Lasnick, of the Commandant's staff and a new arrival
to Clemson, has had many experiences. From the way I heard it,
it seems that when he was once
training a group of buck privates in
the art of bayonet sticking, he noticed that one fellow kept lunging
at the dummy with his bayonet and
missing every time. After about
three tries, the buck missed again
and pushed his face right into the
dummy.
"That's right!" said Sergeant Lasnick, "If you can't stick him—bite
him!"
While reading the College of
Charleston METEOR, I was absolutely fascinated by a smashing,
burning editorial proclaiming to all
that the leaky radiator on the first
floor must be stopped. Indeed yes,
that must be attended to at once!
SUPERLATIVES
One of the arguments heard most
frequently here on the campus is
the discussion as to%whether the
"Low" country or the "High" country is the superior. Both are, of
course, termed as "God's Country."
Professor O. P. Rhyne, of the
Modern Language Department, tells
the story of such an argument he
overheard when he was a student
at the University of North Carolina.
One student was from the flat
section of North Carolina, while
the other was from the mountainous Western part. Well, superlatives were being tossed back and
forth until finally the low country
boy stated that where he came
from the visability was so good that
when his Daddy sent him out to
look for the cows, all he had to
do was sit up on a fence post and
see the cows coming five miles
away.
Not wishing to be outdone, the
western boy scoffed and retorted.
"Why where I come from, when
my Daddy sends me out to look
for the cows, all I have to do is
look up the chimney and watch
them coming down the mountain!"
And then there's the one about
the Mother of the Limestone lassie
who said to her husband. "I just
had a long talk with our daughter
concerning the facts of life."
"Pine!" he said, "Learn anything
new?"
Dear Board of Trustees,
It seems to be the almost unanimous opinion of the student
body here that uniform raincoats
and gloves would be a great boon.
,1 understand that several years
ago an investigating committee
found that both a suitable raincoat and durable gloves could be
furnished the
corps for about
three dollars and fifty cents, which
is considerably less than individuals can purchase the two items
at Clemson, in Anderson, or Greenville or anywhere else.
I know that you
are strongly
opposed to an increase in tuition
for any purpose, but it seems that
some action on your part in this
regard could
at the same time
save the students
some muchneeded cash and
eliminate the
ragged appearance of the corps on
rainy days.
Sincerely yours,
Tom Clemson.

Shoot the

SHOW
Friday afternoon April 11th
"SANTE FE TRAIL"
Erroll Flynn and Olivia de Havilland star in this epic of pre-civil
war fighting in bloody Kanas. It
deals with the union Army's sur-
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Do you think "U nlimited Aid Short Of
War" to England will involve us in the war?
Do you favor extendin g aid despite this risk?
BY STILES STRIBLING
J. K. Windell (2) Rock Hill. I
think it will, eventually. Yes.
G. B. Cope (3) Cope. We'll get
into it eventually. We ought to go
the limit even to going over and
helping.
J. T. Styles (1) Travelers Rest.
I believe it's coming either way,
whether we do or
whether we
don't. I'm in favor of unlimited
aid; get it over as quick as possible.
W. A. Allison (3) Chesnee. Yes,
I'm afraid it will. All we've got.
C. B. Poole (3) Gaffney. I think
there's some danger, though I think
it could be avoided. However, I'm
afraid it won't be.
R. G. Watson, (2) Spartanburg.
I think it will very shortly. Yse,
definitely.
B. N. Suddeth (1) Clinton.
Not
any more than anything else will
involve us in the war. We should
help Eritain all we can.
G. C. Wheeler (4) Saluda. I'm
afraid so. Yes, is our duty to help
them all we can.
S. J. Wilson (2) Allendale.
I
think it will. Germany is going to
start sinking our ships sometime:
then we'll be right in the middle
of it.
M. D. Scarboro (2) Buffalo.
I
think it will. Yes, definitely.
K. B. Jennings (3) Charleston.
Yes, there's quite a risk of being
involved. Yes, I'm in favor of the
aid to Britain.
W. F. Early (4) Florence. Yes.
I think it will involve the Navy
and Air Corp. I think we ought

to give aid even to the extent of
convoying ships.
J. R. Thomas
(2) Rock Hill.
I think Germany will sink one of
our ships and then we'll be in it.
I'm in favor of sending all we can.
W. C. Law (4) Hartsville.
It's
going to involve us in the war although it's something we must do
for our own protection.
A. B. Salley (1) Orangeburg. It
got us in the war before, it'll do it
again. We might as well let them
do the fighting as long as they
can; then we can go in and win.
H. G. Brown (2) Orangeburg. I
don't think it's a matter of getting in the war—we're already in
it. It's a matter of fighting or not.
I think we'll have to fight eventually.
DeF. Hungerford (2) Spartanburg. I don't think anybody but
the Air Force and the Navy will
have to fight, but they'll be in it
before very long. We ought to help
England all we can.
H. L. Shuler
(1) Orangeburg.
We'll be in the war soon.
We
should help all we can.
R. D. Ross (1) Gaffney. There's
a risk, but I don't think it's any
more serious than
it would be
otherwise. I think
we might as
well help all we can.
G. G. Bellamy (4) Loris. No
quicker
than we would be any
other way. Yes, give them all the
aid we can.
L. R. Mellichamp (2) Anderson.
I'm afraid so. They need all the
help we can give.

pression of John Brown. Plenty
of action in this one.
Friday Night, April 11th
"CHAD HANNA"
Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour
and Linda Darnell head a cast of
notables in this story of Circus
life. Chad Hanna, played by Henry Fonda, is a country boy who becomes infatuated with the bareback rider, Dot Lamour, and runs
away with the circus. There follows a series of adventure and
heartbreak, but everything turns
out for the best.
Sturday April 12 th
*TVIR. AND MRS. SMITH"
Carol Lombard and Bob Montgomery are Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Now, ordinarily, when Mr.
and
Mrs. Smith have a quarrel, they
have a law that both will remainel locked up in the bedroom until
the spat is over. But when, un-

known to each other both learn
that due to a technicality they are
not legaly married, all hell breaks
loose. It is a merry, nutty, race,
but finds the way finally.
Mon., Tues., Afternoon, Apr. 14-15
"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR"
This a Jack Benny-Fred Allen
fued, and not up to the usual Benny laugh riots. Rochester of course
steals the show as usual! The story
is frail, but it's good for a laugh.
Tuesday Night, April 15th
"MEET THE CAMP"
No previews available.
Wednesday, April 16th
"ESCAPE TO GLORY"
Pat O'Brien and Constance Bennett head he cast in this exciting
story of Americans trying to escape war torn Europe. They escape
aboard a tramp steamer, but are
attacked by a German subarine.

Dear Tom:
In your last write-up you asked
girls from other schools to write
you. Well I don't know if you
have heard of us or not, but we
attend Anderson College, over Anderson way. We like it lots. We
have been over to your walls of
learning and we find it very interesting, we have been to the many
wonderful socials and have taken
in many of your dances, in fact we
get around not half bad, except in
your column and we have come to
the decision that you are Winthrop
struck. Power to you! Now Tom we
don't care for publicity, but we do
feel kinda low to think we aren't
good enough for column material—
to attract the eyes of all your readers.
I wish you would let us know our
trouble or have you been blind to
us because of so many—Oh well, I
suppose we will just carry on and
read what our sister schools are
doing.
Not complaining, just wondering.
THE TWO,
Anderson College.

A Clemson Colonel Leads Attack

On Strategic Cemetery Hill The iEve Of Taps Ball.

THE TIGER—"The South's Most Interesting College

THREE

Newspaper"—THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1941.

Clemson Highlights As Seen By The Tiger Photographer

WINNERS:—The Entomology exhibit won top top honors at the agricultural fair which was
presented the latter part of March, and members of that exhibit committee were award a prize of
ten dollars for their efforts. Here are, left to right, the nlembers of the committee: L. M.
Sparks, F. K. Hinnant, Ward Hancock, Orway Starnes, Frante Green and Billy Wilson.

TERMITES:—Here are the nine honor students
Lambda Sigma, national honor fraternity for
formal initiation for the next two weeks will be
aer, front: W. E. Darby, Pelzer; J. Chuharski,
and W. C. Pinson, Greenville. Back row: S. J.
W. C. Foster, Spartanburg; E. S. Compton, Green-

who were this week tapped to membership in Iota
industrial education students. A period of in"the order of the day" for the "termites." They
Greenwich, Connecticut; B. D. Free, Ninety Six;
Jones, Walterbbro; G. F. Goblet, Mount Pleasant;
wood; C. E. Evans, Orangeburg.

GUEST OF HONOR:—Will be pretty Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman, honorary colonel of the cadet corps, at the annual moonlight parade to be held on Bowman field Friday night at sevenfifteen o'clock. In the picture she is shown with P. D. Seabrook,
who sponsored her at the Military Bail where she was named honary colonel.
—Photo by Hufford.

DEDICATION SPEAKER:—Governor Burnet R. May bank is
shown as he delivered the dedication address at the unveiling of
the Thomas Green Clemson statue in the executive cirole at front
of the Main Building on March 22. Other prominent speakers at
the dedicatioin were Judge J. Strom Thurmond and W. W. Bradley,
chairman of the board of trustees.
—Photo by Hufford.

ii.

DEBATERS:—The Catholic University affirmative debating team, who met the Clemson negative team of S. K. Able and L. M. Strunk in
the Calhoun Forensic Society hall Monday night,
are shown seated at the table in the above picture.

Charleston. Back row: J. F. Van Valkenburgh,
Asheville; J. H. Mappus, Charleston; A. F. Mayer,
Taunton, Mass.; T. P. White, Cordesville; and j
A. W. Chandler, Marietta, Ga. C. R. Duncan,
of Heath Springs: and J. D. Dukes, Orangeburg,
who were also inducted, are not shown In the
picture.
—Photo by Hufford,

They are, left to right: Patrick Brennan and
John Murphy. Standing are the members of the
Catholic U. negative team, who did not debate,
together with Father O'Connor, team coach.
—Photo* by Hufford,
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Fredda Gibson was singing with
a small band at a college prom
when Richard Himber summoned
her to New York to join his orchestra. Thus she became an important singer overnight at the;
age of eighteen. Later Fredda
was featured with Bobby Hackett's orchestra and heard on
"Your Hit Parade". Now she
sings with Jack Leonard and Lyn
Murray's orchestra on the new
radio program, "Meet the Music,";
heard Sundays on Columbia network.
PASS IN REVIEW:—Shown here Is Governor Burnet R. Maybank
as he reviewed the cadet corps at a parade given in his honor
during the dedication of the Thomas G. Clemson statue and the

INITIATES:—Here are the men who were recently inducted into Alpha Chi Sigma, national honorary chemistry fraternity. They have been undergoing a two weeks period of informal nitiation.
They are, front row: J. M. Quattlebaum, Columbia; B. E. Woodruff, Cedartown, GJ& W. A.
McClanahan, Spartanburg; and S. 9> Milton,

presentation of the agricultural, fair. Others shown In the picture
are: Colonel D. J. Ross, Colonel R. R. Pearce, and Master Sergeants Givens Young and C. B. Lesesne.
'—Photo by Hufford.

WORMS:
Recently accepted members of Alpha Zeta, national hj
ernity, are shown here with all the parafenalia
used in the informal
will run for one week. Left to right are, first row; L. C. Martin, Sen
and E. B. Collins, Conway. Second rof: Walker Gardiner, Florence;
V. Legarc, Johns Island; and T. C. Moss, Cameron. R, L. ScarborougJ
cented U not shown in the picture.
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Clemson Debaters At Clemson Close-Ups
Winthrop Tourney
Clemson College will be represented at the Grand Eastern
Forensic Tournament at Winthrop
College April l, 11 and 12 by thirteen debaters. Calhoun Forensic
Society President Bob S'toddard
announced this week. This tournament is an annual affair, having
been held at Winthrop for the
past fifteen years.
Men going on4 the trip, besides
Stoddard, are O. A. Mays, C. J.
Hipp. L. M. Strunk, S. K. Able,
H. R. Mays, J. C. Bolt, J. J. Lever,
F. S. Barnes, W. H. Goggins, A. C.
Littlejohn, E. L. B. Osborn, and
Frank Poole.

Dr. j. C. Green, professor of
English, will accompany the Clemson representatives as faculty adviser.
About forty eastern schools will
be represented at' the tournament,
Stoddard said.
The tournament will feature after
dinner speaking, orations, problem
solving, extemporaneous speaking,
impromptu speaking and direct debating.
The members of the debating
team also debated Wofford College
debaters before making the trip
to Winthrop.

Dusenbury Heads
Pee-Deans Club

Sunrise Service
Be Given Easter

—By J. Herbert McCoy
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Are Always Welcome At

•J&Mk SC&Y

Calhoun Soda Shop
FOR NEAT
APPEARANCE

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry
Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
-AT-

MAYFAIR GRILL
MAIN STREET

m

Anderson , S. C.

Clemson, S. C.

Commissioned Seniors Granted Three
Months To Complete Work For Degree
All seniors who will complete
their advanced I^fl'fC'. course in
June andw ho win not simultaneously receive graduation degrees
will be granted three months deferrment, at the request of the
individuals concerned, in order to
graduate from college during the
summer unless future mobilizattion plans prevnt, according to a
letter received in he Commandant's
office this week from the Headquarters of the Fourth Corps Area.
Those advanced ROTC students
who will complete the advanced
course in June and will receive rejMri/iJiiix

jrjfiuwujxtLU

Woodrow S. Antley, Clemson
graduate of the class of 1935, has
been promoted to the rank of sergeant in the army air corps, at
Hamilton field, California.

serve commissions, but who will not
graduate simultaneously with a degree, and who will require more
than three months to complete
their college work, can be given no
definite commitment in regard to
the amount of deferment. ROTC
graduates in this category will,
however, be placed low on the rosters for selection for active duty,
the announcement said.
Requests for deferrment for the
purpose of accepting positions with
industries essential to the National
Defense will be considered by the

headquarters on their merits in
each individual's case, and must be
supported by evidence of factual
employment by such Industries.
Prospective 1941 ROTC garuates
who will receive certificates of eligibility but who will not be twentyone years of age at graduation will
be considered available for active
duty orders upon attaining he
age of twenty-one and accepting
their Reserve commissions, according to the letter. All members of
the prospective ROTC graduate
group who are twenty-one years

old and who do not receive deferment may expect to be ordered eith
er immediately upon graduation or
in thirty to sixty days thereafter in
the vent such temporary deferment
is requested
by the prospective
ROTC graduate himself. Garduates who make no claims for deferment will be ordered to active
duty f'rst.
The- above orders issued "in
order that the prospective graduate may know how to make their
plans for the future", the announcement stated.

COVINGTON ORDERED

EPWORTH LEAGUE UNION

Henry Covington,*'39, at L. S. U.
on the Anderson Scholarship for
last two years, has been ordered
to Port Benning. Covington was a
member of Alpha Zeta and Phi
Kappa Phi.

The Epworth League Union of
Oconee county will hold its regular monthly meeting at the Clemson Methodist Church, tomorrow
night, April 11, at seven-thirty
o'clock, according to an announcement by Miss Betty Harper, secretary of the group. All student
members are urged to attend.

TILLIE TOURS WITH TENNIS
TEAM

ANDERSON, S. C.

H. T. "Tillie" Haywood, of the
Clemson YMCA, accompanied the
tennis team on their -spring vacation tour, traveling with them to
Georgia Tech, Auburn, University
ot Alabama, University of Mississippi, and Vanderbilt during the
holidays. Tillie saw a full-fledged
rodeo while he was at Auburn.
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SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT CLEMSON
Thursday, April 10, Afternoon of 11—"Santa Fe Trail"
Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland.

Night of April 22—"Back Street" -Margaret Sullavan
Charles Boyer.

Night of April 11—"Chad
Linda Darnell.

April 2»

Hanna"—Henry

Fonda,

Saturday, April 12—"Mr. And Mrs. Smith"—Carole
Lombard, Robert Montgomery.
April 14, Afternoon 15—"Love Thy Neighbor"—Jack
Benny, Fred Allen, Mary Martin.
Night fo April 15—"Meet The Chump"—Hugh Herbert.

April 17—"You're The One"—Bonnie
Tucker.

Manhattan Shirts

INSTRUCTOR COURSE
The student instructor course
that was refered to a few weeks ago
is now in full swing for half of the
men who are candidates for this
course. These men are being instructed by Instructors "Bob" Peters
and Gene" Reid. Mr. Reid, a Clemson man himself, took the primary
course here last year, and later
received his Instructor rating. In
this course the student acts as
the instructor, and the student
"teaches" his instructor how to do
the job as it should be done. In
this way the student receives valuable knowledge in the business of
flying. Upon completion of this
course these men are eligible for
the rating of Instructor in the
Primary C. P. T. Course.

Fine Quality . . ,
Good Value . . .

April 16—"Escape To Glory"—Constance Bennett, Pat
O'Brien.

Dobbs Hots

mately one month at a minimum.
After completion, their transfer to
a naval training will be authorized
by the Bureau of Navigation within
quotas allowed for such personnel.
They will then be appointed aviation cadets and will enter training
in the course at a stage approximating the end of the 33 hour solo
period of squadron one. Aviation
cadets in this special class who
thereafter fail to make satisfactory
progress, in flight training will be
dropped back to the beginning of
the regular course for aviation
cadet, or at such stage of training
as, in the discretion of the commandant, may be considered desireable, after which they will undertake the regular prescribed course
for naval aviators of the naval
reserve without prejudice because
of previous failure in advanced
training."
Complete information regarding
this training may be obtained from
the Commandant of the Sixth
Naval District, Navy Yard, Charleston, S. C.

You'll be sure of-

2nd—Convenient Service—Easy to Understand—Definite MaturityRepayments Permitted.

ANDERSON, S. C.
Largest In Upper South Carolina

EOUBUMMT GUM.

^ is no Chinese alphabet, the 36 page directory,
^bscribers, can't be printed in the usual way.
ki—then reproduced by engraving and print^bscribers are listed by streets, instead of
|£ operators must almost know the book
kinese seldom call by number—but by

The State Pasture Committee,
headed by Professor J. P. LeMaster, of the dairy department, will
make as extensive tour of pasture
development projects
over the
state this summer, according to
plans made at the meeting here
Monday afternoon.
Representatives of the experiment station, the extension service, and the soil conservation service were here for the meeting.
Plans were also laid for the revision of a bulletin on Permanent
Pastures
which the committee
published several years ago.
The committee
was organized
several years ago to coordinate the
pasture developing work of all
agencies in the state. In addition
to publishing an extension bulletin,
it has promoted pasture development through
inspection tours
and demonstration pastures.
Members of the committee besides Professor LeMaster are H. P.
Cooper, L. v. Starkey, and W. R.
Peden of the experiment station;
G. C. Cushman, J. R. Hawkins, H.
A. Woodle, and E C Turner of the
extension service; and T C Mauer
and j H Johnston of the soil conservation service

, J. B. WOODSON, Secretary-Treasurer
109 North Main Street
Phone 723

must speak

operator in San Francisco's Chinatown telephone exIge must speak English plus at least three of the five
dialects —Som Yup, Soy Yup, Heong Sow, Gow
[ Aw Duck—in order to handle calls. For the average
Understands no dialect but his own!

Dairy Pasture
Committee Holds
Meeting Here

Authentic Style . .

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

telephone exchange

NAVAL TRAINING
Of interest to men who are taking
the advanced C. P. T. program is
the following excerpt from a Memorandum released recently by the
Dept. of Commerce: "The Civilian
Pilot Training Service has been
given to understand that candidates
for Navy flight training who are
educationally and otherwise qualified and who are selected from
among graduates of the Civil Aeronautics Administration Secondary
(Restricted Commercial) Course are
to be enrolled as seamen second
class, V-5, United States Naval
Reserve, and will be ordered to
duty not involving flying at Naval
Reserve Aviation bases. Such candidates will not be ordered to elimination flight training.
.'Those selected upon reporting
for active duty at Naval Reserve
aviation bases will be given naval
indoctrination and a course of instruction for a period of approxi-

1st—Fast Service—No Red Tape.

3rd—Long Term Loans—in Anderson and within a
radius of 50 miles of Anderson—Repaid Like
Rent—Interest charged only on monthly reduced balances. (FHA Plan Optional.)

in this

four languages!

HUME

This week we officially welcome
Professor Robert E. Gee, Jr. back
to Clemson. Professor Gee has sufficnently recuperated from the illness that confined him to the
Anderson hospital, to enable him
to meet part of his classes. However
he will not meet his full schedule
until he has rested for a few more
days. We have missed him very
much, and we are thankful beyond
words' that he is back with us.

Clemson Cadets

F
O

Dodo Doins
By STAN WILLIAMSON

Julian Dusenbury, agricultural
A sunrise Easter service will
economics junior from Claussen,
will succeed Ed Young as presi- be held in the Clemson outdoor
theater Easter Sunday morning,
dent of the Pee Deeans, Clemson
club for Florence
county boys.
it has been announced. The serDusenbury was named in an elecvice, consisting of special music
tion Tuesday night.
and a short talk, will be brief.
Other newly elected officers are
AH cadets are urged to attend
Givens Young, vice-president, Presthis special program.
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"Washington Melodrama"- -Frank Morgan,
Ann Rutherford.

April 24—"Trial Of Mary Duggan"—Robert Young.
April 25—"Pot Of Gold"—With Horace Heidt's Orchestra—Paulette Goddard, Jas. Stewart.
April 26 (Double Feature)—"Give Us Wings"—Dead
End Kids and Little Tough Guys. "Island
Of Doomed Men"—Peter Lorre, Rochelle
Hudson.
April 28—"That Uncertain Feeling"—Merle Oberon,
Melvyn Douglas.

April 18—"Hudson's Bay"—Paul Muni.

April 29—"Adam Had Four Sons"—Warner Baxter,
Ingrid Bergman.

April 19, Afternoon—"Ellery Queen, Master Detective"—Margaret Lindsay, Ralph Bellamy.

April 31, Afternoon of May 1—"Strawberry Blonde"
—Olivia DeHavilland, James Cagney.

Saturday, April 19, Night—"Dispatch From Reuters"
Edward G. Robinson.

Night of May 1—"The Devil Commands"—Boris
Karloff, Amanda Duff.

April 21, Afternoon 22—"Northwest Mounted Police"
—Gary Cooper, Madeleine CarrollTechnicolor.

May 2, Afternoon 3—"The Sea Wolf"—John Garfield,
Ida Lupino, Edward G. Robinson.
Night of May 3—"Convoy."

FIVE
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Tigers Meet Hornet Nine Friday; Georgia Trackmen Saturday
Tigers To Risk
Perfect Record
In Next Meet

With Spring definitely here, Ciemson's athletic program
has gotten well into its last lap. Both the baseball and
track teams are over that first-time-out stage and the schedules are well underway.
On the diamond, the Tigers have been
looking good—some of the time. The baseballers have had a little trouble from old
J. Pluvius who stopped scheduled contests
with Newberry and Wofford by flooding
the grounds on both occasions. They opened the season Tuesday the 25th with a close
5-4 loss to Michigan State's touring Spartans
when State shtorstop Duncan got hold of
one of Holliday's fast ones for a round-tripper and the winning run in the 8th inning.
In the Spartan-Tiger engagement Joe Blalock laid
into one for four bases with two men on and the resulting three runs kept Clemson in the ball game. In
his two previous trips to the plate, Blalock had fanned
each time, once with the sacks loaded. Rain caused postponement of the scheduled encounter with Newberry's
Indians the following Friday.
Last Thursday the Tigers played manager "Rabbit"
Maranville's Springfield, Mass., pros to a 7-inning 3-3 tie in
Anderson for the benefit of the Greek Relief fund. Play
was stopped at the end of the seventh because of darkness.
Blalock, pitcher and outfielder and the only portsider on the
Tiger mound staff, started for Clemson and held the Nats
to three-hits and one run through the fourth frame. Then
Clyde Dobson, big righthander, took over the tossing role
and got along fine until the 7th when the pros got to him
for two runs to knot the score. Captain "Dude" Buchanan,
the state's outstanding first baseman, and Ed Irick, veteran
thirdsacker, wielded the willow well for the Clemsons
against Maranville's aggregation.
After the meeting with the pros, the Tigers went
down badly losing two games—to Presbyterian 14-10,
and to the University of Georgia 12 to 7. Down at Clinton the Clemson team got off to a good start and enjoyed a 10-5 lead at the seventh. Then flang-bang walks,
hits, errors, and the Blue Hose were on top 11 to 10.
Winston Holliday who had started was replaced by
Blalock, who called in from left field, and Joseph finished the ball game allowing three more runs. Both
teams were erratic and the game was loosely played
throughout.
GEORGIA GAME
Georgia's Bulldogs came to Clemson Tuesday for the
first of a scheduled three contests with Clemson this season.
The teams will meet again later in the year. The Bulldogs
scored ten runs in two big innnigs to cinch a 12-7 victory.
Clemson started the scoring by pushing one run over in the
first on Berry's walk, Irick's single, and Buchanan's long
fly to deep center. The Georgians came back to knot the
score at 1-all in their half of the second and went ahead
with a four run rally in the third featured by Paul Kluk's
round-tripper over the left field fence with two mates
aboard. A six-run Georgia spurt put them far enough ahead
in the 4th, and they were never pushed though the Tigers
did keep narrowing the gay with short rallys in the later
innings. During the game the Tigers had fourteen men
stranded on the sacks to Georgia's eight.
Although the Tigers have yet to break into the win
column they have been getting some good performances
from such men as Dude Buchanan, Holliday, Irick,
Berry, Blalock, and Parker. Buck has been hitting that
ball like a house afire and the others are doing well.
Both Buchanan and Blalock have already hit for the
circuit this season. Buck's came Saturday against P. C.
while Joe's was in the season's opener against Michigan
State.
TIGER CINDERMEN
Coach Norman seems to have assembled one of the
best track teams at Clemson in recent years. The Tigers,
state champs last year, have already scored victories over
Newberry and P. C. When we say they're strong we're basing our statement on the fact that they are well taken
care of in almost every event. With Clio Fennell in the
pole vault, Pasley on the hurdles, Payne and Shad Bryant
for the dashes and such distance men as Captain Marshall
Walker, Dickerson, Cargill, Lachicotte, Beckett, Goodman,
and Whitey Graham the Tigers seem bound for another
state crown.
FIELDHOUSE
The "house-warming" over at the fieldhouse Friday
night promises to be quite an affair. Coach Howard is
expecting a large crowd of IPTAY members, sportswriters, and special guests to be on hand for the gala
occasion. The program is scheduled to get underway
with the Furman- Clemson baseball game at 4 o'clock
in the afternoon and to include the moonlight parade
for Colonel Nancy, a tour of the new addition, and not
the least—a buffet banquet in the small side of the
field house. Among other things of great interest will
be the announcement of next year's football captain
and the winner of the Foulk trophy for the best linesman on the '40 conference champions.
ODDS 'N ENDS—At the recent Florida relays the Tiger
cindermen amassed the amazing total of 1-3 of a point.
Fennell finished in a three-way tie for 3rd place in the pole
vault event at 12' 8". Seems they had a little too much
riding . . . Robert (Pretty) Berry, up and coming sophomore
shortstop, was benched by a pulled leg muscle last week . . .
Chapin?—huh . . . Henry Buchanan, captain and star first
sacker on the Clemson baseball team has received several
offers to turn pro when he graduates in June . . .Shad
Bryant, former star halfback on Ciemson's Cotton Bowl
champs, went to the Washington Redskins from the Chicago
Cardinals professional football team in a trade this week,
Bryant is still in school making up work for his dip. He was
drafted last year by the Chicago team, but refused to report
... A sight worth seeing—"Rabbit" Maranville, manager of
the Springfield professionals now training in Anderson,
giving big Clyde Dodson, Tiger pitcher, a few tips on pitching form during the recent Clemson-Springfield exhibition
game. . . . And free, too. . . . One for the books—When
asked in a class in High School Coaching how much a football weighs, Bully Cagle, big Tiger tackle, answered—"Seventeen pounds, twb pounds of leather and fifteen pounds of
air . . . "Ace" Parker, Clemson catcher, plans to take over
the managerial duties of the Kingstree baseball club this
summer. Kingstree is Tiger pitcher Winston Holliday's
home-town.
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Wilson KO*s Stribling In First Round
♦Champ Fells
Opponent In
First Round

Saturday afternoon at 2:45, Coach
Rock Norman's undefeated Tiger
trackmen will run against the faststepping cindermen from the University of Georgia. The freshman
and varsity meet will be run simultaneously, marking the second appearance of the freshman cindermen.
Thus far the Tiger squad has
turned down two successive opponents Newberry and Presbyterian,
but the coming meet will prove to
be no push-over for Clemson. The
Georgia team is made up of some
of the leading Southern track-men
who have come through with some
line performances and Clemson
will be forced to utilize all its power
in turning down the Georgians.
The two Tiger meets have brought
out some outstanding stars of the
squad who will no doubt come
through with a win or at least a
place. By far the most powerful
threat to the Georgians will be
Ralph Fennell, top notch vaulter
and definite threat to the existing
Conference record. Dash man Booty
Payne and 440 men Whitney Graham, George DDickerson and Clayton Cargill should also come out
with a fine showing. A newcomer
to the squad and one who has won
both of participating events on his
first attempts, Frank Ivey, Will also
be hard to beat.

Tiger Track Men
Win Over Blue
Stocking Runners
Clemson rolled up its second successive track victory at the expense of Presbyterian College by a
score of 85-46 Saturday. "Booty"
Payne was the outstanding performer for the Tigers, placing first
in two events, and accounting for
ten of Ciemson's points. Gennel,
holder of the State Pole-Vault record, was not pushed very hard as
it was only necessary to go to 11
feet
6 in. in order
to win the
event.
Clemson placed first in eleven
out of fourteen events, and only
failed to place in one event, the
discuss throw.
The summary:
100 yard dash—(1) Payne (C),
(2) Bryant (C), (3) Hartsfield (P)
Time 10.3.
220 yard
dashj(l) Payne (C),
(2) Hartsfield (P) (3) Young (C)
Time 23.7.
440 yard
dash—(1) Dickerson
(6), (2) Cargill (C) (3) Graham
(C) Time 1.7.
880 yard run—(1)
Timberlake
(P), (2) Goodman (C) (3) Smith
(C). Time 2:7.5.
One Mile Run—(1) Walker (C),
(2) Cohen (C), (3) Thomsaon (C).
Time 4:51.
Two Mile Run—(1) Beckett (C),
(2) J. Payne (C), (3) Riekenson
(C). Time 11 flat.
220 yard Low Hurdles—(1) Pasley (C), (2) Blark (P), (3) Morgan (C). Time 26.1.
120 Yard High Hurdles — (1)
Pasley (C),
(2) Blake (P), (3)
Morgan (C). Time 16.6.
Shot Pui^(l) Milan (P); (2)
Fritz (C); (3) Collier (P). 40 feet
1 in.
Pole Vault—(1) Fennel (C); (2)
Richards (C); (3) Jacobs (P). 11
feet 6 in.
High Jump (1) Morgan (C): (2)
Blake (P); (3) Jacobs (P). 5 feet
8 in.
Broad jump (1) Ivey (C); (2)
Blake (P); (33 Pasley (C).
Distance 21 feet 10 in.
Discuss Thow (1) Collier (P);
(2) Milam
(P); (3) Moye (P).
Distance 125 feet 1 in.
Mile relay—Clemson, forfeit.

Georgia Nine
Trims Tigers
The Georgia Bulldogs coupled
fifteen hits with five Tiger errors
to score twelve runs and trounce
Ciemson's baseballers Tuesday to
the tune of 12-7.
Paul Kluk's . third inning homer
with two abroad sent the Georgians
ahead, and they went on to score
six more in the fourth on two
walks, three errors, and doubles by
Kirkland and Davis.
Big Clyde Dobson started on the
mound for Clemson and was worked for seven hits and sex runs
before giving way to Holliday with
the bases drunk in the fourth.
Holliday finished the game.
During the contest Clemson had
a total of 16 men stranded on the
sacks.
Box:
GEORGIA
Ab R H O A
Chatham cf
5 2 2 6 0
Welch ss
...5 112 2
Moore 3b
.4 2 2 15
Kirkland If
5 2 2 10
Kluk c
5 2 2 5 0
Davis lb
4 2 3 10 1
Todd rf
5 0 3 0 0
Anderson 2b
™...5 0 0 12
Ruark p
2 10 12
Kimsey p
1 0 0 0 0
Ferguson p
1 0 0 0 1
Totals

42 12 15 27 13

CLEMSON
Berry ss

AB R H O A
, 2 3 10 6

NICK'S BEST DINER
World's

Best Hamburger

Curb Services
N. Main St.
Greenville

Hornet Nine
Promise Tigers
Stiff Game

BRIGADE CHAMPIONS:—Here are the company^
L-2 basketballers who recently won the Clemson
brigade intra-mural championship by defeating
F-l in the final rounds.-The men are, front row,
BUI Lee, Frank Hill, Red Pursley, and Loy Allen.
Second row, Speck Summer, Irving Benjiman, Joe

Jolly and Roger Rawson. Third row, Albert Littlejohn (A & R officer), and Al Wendell. Townes
Ranis, Captain, Is absent. The champions have
been challenged by the intra-mural champions
of Presbyterian College, and will meet the Blue
Hose in two matches later this month.

Intramural Case Champs To
Play Series With Hosemen
Games Be Played
Here And Clinton
f

Clemson Bowling

The L-2 basketball team, winners of the Brigade Basketball
Tournament three weeks ago
by
beating the favored F-l team 3427, will play a two game series
with the Intramural Champions
from P. C. the last of this month.
These games are scheduled to
be played on the twenty-third and
the thirtieth. The first game will
probably be played at Clinton and
the second one in the
Clemson
Field House.
, L-2 drew a bye in the first round
and in the second round trounced
E-2 (42-11). The champions went
into the quarter-finals as the underdogs against H-2, but they came
out with a 15-14 victory. Two days
later they played and beat K-2
25-19, this putting them in the
finals against the football company whom they beat 34-27 to win
the championship. During the tournament L-2 scored 116
points
against their opponents 71.

F. Coakley
Jones
G. Coakley
Joye
Cheek

Wesley Deputations
Be Here This Week

Klvtfh
Butler
Williams
Knipe
WebD

Wesley Foundation deputations
from the Citadel and the College
of Charleston will be on the campus this week-end to make plans
for the organization of Wesley
Foundation Councils at the two
schools. They will meet with the
Clemson W. F. C, and will be entertained with a social Saturday
night.
A majority of women students
at the University of Kentucky date
almost four times a week; the men
barley average two dates a week.
Irick 3b
Belk cf
Blalock cf
Buchanan lb
Parker c
Coaldey rf
Bickley rf
Good 2b
Dobson p
Holliday p
„

5
6
5
3
4
2
2
4
1
2

0 12 3
112 0
0 2 2 1
1 2 10 0
113 1
0 110
0 110
0 0 6 2
0 0 0 0
110 1

Totals « „ .. .. 36 7 11 27 14
Georgia
Clemson

014 600 010—12
100 103 200— 7

Errors— Kluk, Irick, Buchanan,
Coakley, Berry 2, Anderson, Welch.
Runs batted in—Buchanan, Todd
2, Kirkland 3, Kluk 3, Davis, Blalock, Parker, Bickley, Belk 2. Two
base hit—Buchanan, Davis 2, Todd.
Three base hit—Moore, Belk. Home
run—Kluk. Stolen base—Moore, Buchanan, Bickley, Blalock. Left on
base—Georgia 7; Clemson 16. Bases
on balls, off—Dobson 2, Ruark 8,
Ferguson 1, Holliday 1, Kimsey 4.
Strikeouts—Dobson 1, Ferguson 1,
Holliday 1, Kimsey 1. Hits—off Dobson 9 in 3; Ruark 6 in 5; Kimsey 4
in 1 2-3. Winning pitcher—Ruark.
Losing pitcher—Dobson. Umpires—
Spearman and Whitten. Time 2:10.

GUARANTEED
WATCH REPAIRS
Crystals fitted
while you wait
Expert Radio
Repair Work.

FEINSTEIN'S
WATCH SHOP
Across Street From Martin
Drug Store

RED LEAGTJE
Band Co.
'.96
81
90
91
117
84
99
88
73
63

107
101
114

284
276
312
301
220
1393

McKesson
Gall
Housed
MeKee
Smith

K-2
82
89
81
97
75

86
88
96
117
94

106
78
81
91

263
283
255
295
260
1356

Football Co.
Parker
78
96
Thomcson
94 103
Mitchell
..105 101
Boblnson ...... i.. 97
84
Delastatious
91 105

103
SO
96

267
302
267
310
1443

Williams
Moody
Martin
Pyles
Ramsey

F-B
88
82
SS
83
89

100
95
92
107
91

• 92
106
96
113
114

280
283276
303
304
1446

WHITE I.EAGTJE
1-2
88
69
106
96
112 118
73
63
80
87

85
97
90'
85
76

°42
298
320
221
242
1321

Levenis
Powell
Lee
Wrig-ht
Utsey

E-l
79
94
79
81
80

109
89
66
80

85
86
100
82
74

242
289
268
229
234
1263

Tigers Stick
Springfield
For 3-3 Draw

Clemson
Warren Wilson, the
boxing
Southern
Conference
champ, added nother notch to his
victory belt by scoring a knockout
over Jack Stribling in one minute
of the first round inthesemi-final
event ol the British and Greek War
Relief Benefit bouts at Atlanta on
Monday night.
Stribling, cousin of the former
ring-master "Babe" Stribling,
is
well known in the Southern boxing
circles, and has quite an impressive list of fights to his credit. Although having more ring experince
than Wilson, Stribling could not
get the range on Warren, and after a sortr excrage of blows, Wilson came through with a hay-maker that sent Stribling down for
count.
Other bouts on the same program
included such headliners as Lee
Savold who walked off with the
main-go, and Pat Comiskey who
was featured in the quarter final
round.
Of all these ferformers,
Wilson was the only one who turn
ed over his entire purse to the Benefit Committee, thus retaining his
amatuer standing.
Wilson was handler by B. K.
Gatihs, wealthy New Jersey sportsman, who is going to finance the
Golden Boys' try at the pro game.
In the same connection,
Jack
Kearns, the former handler of Jack
Dempsey and o ther headliners,
was also in Warren's corner, but
his was only a business rather than
a sporting gesture, as Kearns is
interested in taking Warren m
hand when he tuns professional.
Wilson said that Kearns has made
many attempts, but has met with
no success as Wilson has definitely
derided to stay with Gatins.
No other fights have been planned for Wilson i and he will remain
idle until graduation, after which
he will set up camp in Middleburg,
Virginia and go into an intensive
training campaign in preparation
for the first pro bout.

Friday afternoon Ciemson's hapless baseball team meets the strong
Furman University nine in the
opening event of the program that
includes among other things the
dedication of the new field house.
Furman's impressive 5 to 0 victory
over the University of South Carolina early this week indicates that
Coach "Dizzy" McLeod's Hornets
are back again with a hard-tobeat ball club.
The Tigers, losers to Michigan
State, Presbyterian, and Georgia,
are off to a slow start but have
i splayed enough power at the bat
to indicate that when they start
rolling, they may be hard to put
out.
The Tigers greatest need at present seems to be more pitching.
Every position is well covered with
plenty of men to spare, and the
reason 'that the Clemson team is
not clicking might be the result
insufficient mound material. Both
Holliday and Dobson have been
turning in good performances but
they have been having a little too
much work.
The lineup that Coach Tom
Rogers sent against Georgia saw
three new faces namely at shortstop Bob Berry, at second base Jake
Good, and in center DoDn Belk,
Francis Coakley, regular centerfielder for two seasons now, was
shifted over to right. The same
lineup will probably start against
the Hornets Friday with either
HoHlliday or Blalock on the hill.

Walthour To Go To
Camp Croft In May

Manager "Rabbit"
Maranville's
Springfield
Mass.,
pofessional
baseball team pushed over two runs
in their part of the seventh inning
to put the score even at 3-all and
gain a tie with the Clemson Tigers
last Thursday in Anderson. The
game was called after the 7th because of darkness.
Clemson jumped into the lead
with two runs in the second frame
on Locklair's walk, George Ccakley's double to left, and Parker's
double down the left field line. The
Tigers counted again in the 7th
when Dobson singled and scored
on Ed Irick's long double to left
center.
All-American Joe Blalock started
against the pro's now in spring
training in Anderson, and held the
Nats scoreless for four innings.
Clyde Dobson replaced Blalock
and finished the game. Springfield
got their two final runs in the last
frame when a little wildness coupled with two hits brought the runners across with the tying runs.
Score by innings:
Clemson
020 000 1 7 3 2
Springfield .... 000 001
2 3 3 1
Blalock, Dobson and Parker;
Zande, Jacobs and Richard.

Leut. Col. Russell F. Walthour of
the commandant's staff, has been
transferred to the infantry replacement center at Camp Croft near
Spartanburg, the War department
announced last week.
Colonel Walthour, who has been
here several years, has been acting
as adjutant this year. He will leave
Clemson May 15.

Intra-Mural Champs
Entertained At YMCA
When company L-2's ' basketball
team won the intra-mural championship recently, they won more
than just a title. The entire company was entertained with an open
house at the YMCA, a free picture
show, and a five-gallon churn ol
ice cream as guests of Fred Kirchner, director of Ciemson's nitramural sports program, as a result
of the victory.
In a brief talk to the boys of
the company, Mr. Kirchner said
that the competition for the championship was unusually keen, and
that L-2 had to defeat a number
of the strongest teams in the league
before gaining the championship

N. E. MARCUM
Jeweler
Easley, S. C.

GET READY FOR THE BIG DANCE
"TAP'S BALL"
I am well stocked with new Arrow Tuxedo Shirts,
Collars, Ties, and all occasions for dress, also sport
clothes and shoes.

SEE—

HCKE SLCAN
William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

EASTER-APRIL 13
CANDY
FOR

MOTHER SISTER SWEETHEART
WRAPPED FOR HAILING
SEND A CARD

EASTER CARDS

L C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book And Supply Store
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Annual Moonlight Parade Will Be Held Tomorrow Night At 7:00
Honorary Colonel
To Review Corps
On Bowman Field
Miss Nancy Gilder Coleman, sophmore at Lander college, who was
recently elected the honorary cadet
colonel of the cadet corps at the
Military ball, held in March, will
review the corps at the annual
moonlight parade to be given in
her honor tomorrow night at seven
o'clock.
Colonel Nancy, very pretty,' and
with sparkling black eyes and hair,
. will present a pleasing picture
dressed in her complete white uniform. She will review the corps
with the Brigade staff.
This colorful event will be witnessed by approximately eight thousand visitors: The uniform of the
cadets for the parade will be the
white dress uniforms with the dress
grey blouse, and white cap covers.
The parade" will start promptly at
seven o'clock and will last until
about eight o'clock.
Miss Coleman was elected from
the sponsors of the members' of
ARTISTS:—Shown here are the famous Aeolian Guild Singers,
Scabbard and
Blade, natiional
talented songsters of the Georgia State College for Women, who
military fraternity, at the Military
will appear in concert in the college auditorium Saturday evening
ball which was held in March.
at eight o'clock. The program is being sponsored by Tiger BrotherThis dance which is ^held every
spring is sposored by the Clemson
chapter of Scabbard and Blade.
Miss Coleman was
escorted by
cadet captain P. D. Seabrook.
In assuming her title of nonary
cadet colonel
of Clemson's 2,300
cadets, colonel Coleman succeeded
Miss Pet Dargan of Winthrop colThe Salemite estimates that
lege who was the honorary col- each student in Salem college
Alpha Zeta, national honorary
onel last year.
pays approximately $1.25 for each agricultural fraternity, this week
tapped to membership eight outUniversity of San Marcos
in hour spent in class.
The world's greatest storehouse
Lima, Peru, is the oldest university
of petroleum information is being standing scholastic students in the
In the new world.
assembled at the University of school of agriculture. Of the men
The University of Pennsylvania Texas in a library of driller'.? selected, three are from the senior
-■eu uo aa^umuoo B pa^uioddn SIJU; "logs" for every oil and water well class, two from the junior class,
and three from
the sophomore
in Texas.
defense activities.
class. The initiates will undergo a
period of informal initiation for
one week.
The men selected are R. L. ScarTHE, DE-LUXE piNER
borough, agricultural engineering
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER
I special student from Sumter; L.
C. Martin, agricultural economics
Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
senior from Seneca; R. L. Stoddard, agronomy senior from OwGreenville, S. C.
ings, W. L. Bestill agronomy junior
from Laurens; E. V. Legare, horticulture junior
from Johns Island; W. W. Gardiner, horticulture sophomore from Florence; T.
C. Moss horticulture sophomore
from Cameron; and E. B. Collins,
agronomy sophomore from Conway. ,
Officers of the fraternity are
Prank Kearse, chancellor; R. J.
Berry, censor; J. E. Cattingsam,
scribe; M.
E. Walker, treasurer;
and M. I. Jenkins, chronicler.

Trustee Board
To Meet Here
This Week-end

hood, campus service organization, and admission will he free. This
appearance marks the second time the group has appeared at
Clemson, their first performance was last year. The student body,
as well as the campus folk are cordially invited to hear the group.

The Clemson College Board of
Trustees will convene here Friday
and Saturday in a regular routine
midyear business meeting.
No
indication of business to be transacted has been made, but it is expected that some discussion will
be held concerning the proposed
new Clemson College stadium.
Various committee meetings and
a meeting of the fertilizer board of
control will be held Friday and the
regular meeting of the Board of
Trustees is scheduled for Saturday.
Dewitt J. Ross, cadet commander
of the corps, and Roy R. Pearce,
^president of the senior class, will
appear before the board to discuss
several matters pertaing to student
affairs with which "the board is
probably unfamiliar," Pearce said
Mast night.
Top item on the list, Pearce said,
will be the proposal of the senior
council to incorporate a student
constitution into the revised cadet
regulations which will be published
next year. Permission will be sought
to present the already-drafted constitution to the student to the student body, and to include it in the
cadet regulations if passed by the
corps, he said.

Honorary Fraternities Tap*New
ap'ryew Members LaMaster, Wise Get
Alpha Zeta

A NEW SHIPMENT OF

WARPLANE MODELS

A Dime Or A Dollar
Supplies, Too

THE ANDERSON HARDWARE CO,
ANDERSON, S. C.

Iota Lambda Sigma

Iota Lambda
Sigma, national
professional fraternity for Industrial Education students, today began the initiation of eight outstanding juniors, one senior and
honorary member. The juniors accepted are W. C. Foster, Spartanburg, S. j. Jones, Walterboro, W.
C. Pinson, Greenwood, G. F. Goblet, Mt. Pleasant, E. S. Compton,
Greenwood, B. D. Free,
Ninety
Six, C. E. Evans, Orangeburg, and
W. E. Darby,
Pelzer. The senior
accepted
is G. W.
Compton,
Hartsville. Professor W. W. Klugh,
school of engineering , is invited
into the fraternity as an honorary member. The men tapped were
notified of
their invitations by
President Joe Chuharski.
The
initiation will
last two
weeks and following the final degree a banquet will be given in
honor of the new members. Present will be all'old members, new
members, honorary members and
their dates or wives.
Iota Lambda Sigma is one of the
largest national fraterriies in the
United States. The. fraternity here
is the Gamma Chapter.
Officers are
Joe
Chuharski,
Greenwich,
Conn.,
.president,
LOST
:
Shaeffer mechanical pencil with Johnnie London, secretary and
initials RAH on silver band around treasurer, and . J. D,. Sterghos,
cap. please return to Tiger office Greenwood, vice president. Professor J. L.
Brock, acting head of
if found.

Mu Beta Psi
Six prominent musician were today tapped to membership in Mu
Beta Psi, the national honor music
fraternity, according to an announcement by Stan Shurtleff,
presidentdent of the fraternity. All
are members of "the college band.
Those receiving bids are M. M.
BracketJ, architectural junior from
Hendersonville, N. O; J. C. Epps,
dairy junior from Kingstree; R. H.
Jones, textile engineering junior
from Greenwood; W. C. White, civil
engineering junior from Rock Hill;
G. P. Williams, ' electrical engineering junior from Kingstree; and
J. L. Sanders, sophomore majoring
in mechanical engineering from
Rock Hill.
The initiates will undergo a period
of ten days of informal intiation.
An intermission party Friday night
during Taps Ball will climax the
initiation period.
Besides Shurtleff, other officers
of the fraternity are G. H. Bonnette,
vice-president; and A. L. Brroks,
secretary and treasurer. The other
members of the organization include J. R. Austell, J. K.. Benfield,
J. E. Cannon, J. L. Cox, R. C.
Dukes, J. R. Henderson, W. C. Law,
T. M. Rhodes, C. L. Simmons, G. O.
Wheeler, and E. L. Young.

Science Fellowships
Professor J. P. LeMaster, head
of the dairy department, ad Dr.
George H. Wise, of the dairy department staff, have recently been
made Fellows of the American Society for the
Advancement of
Science.
The
appointment is made, to
members of the nation-wide organization who are doing exceptionally good
work in scientific
fields.
F. R. Moulton, permanent secretary of the association, had this
to say about
the appointment:
"The action of the council in electing you a fellow of the association is in
recognition of your
standing
as a scientist. I know
that this expression of approval by
your fellow scientists will olny inspire in,you greater efforts in behalf of science and of our civilization."

IMPOSING:—Is the newly dedicated statue of Clemson's founder,
Thomas Green Clemson, as it stands in the executive circle in
front of the Main Building overlooking .the campus. Presented to
the Student Body*by Blue Key, the national honor leadership,
fraternity, the statue of Clemson presents an impressive sight
against the background of the college clock tower.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO.

the department of Industrial EduFilm actress Gale Sondergaard
cation, is
faculty secretary and is the daughter of a former University of Minnesota professor.
treasurer of the chapter.
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Salaries represent $1,936,600 of
the $2,547,000 two-year budget at
West Virginia university.
Skidmore college has an Overseas
Fund for Tobacco, which sends
cigarettes and pipe tobacco to soldiers.

I

For Good Things To Eat . . .
STOP AT PETE'S No. 2
N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY....
Attend The Church Of Your Choice Sunday And Every Sunday
This is a practical world. It is a good idea to weigh a
thing before one makes up his mind about it. ALBERT

^0&HU^

EINSTEIN didn't think very highly of the church until
he saw it weighed in the balances in Nazi Germany. Let

iBRins

#$

~s

the world's greatest living scientist tell his own.story:
"Being a lover of freedom when the revolution came
in Germany, I looked to the universities to defend it,
(«WM VflttR fBlfflOS TO

knowing that they had always boasted of their devotion
to the cause of truth. But no, the universities immediately were silenced. Then I looked to the great editorials
in days gone by who proclaimed their love of freedom;
but they, like the universities, were silenced within a few
short weeks. Only the church stood squarely across the

Drink

cca
5<

Delicious and
; Refreshing y

plus tax

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

When you lift an ice-cold bottle
of Coca-Cola to your lips, you
can taste its quality and feel its
refreshment. Thirst asks nothing
more. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it
the pause that refreshes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

path of Hitler's campaign for suppression of truth. I
never had any special interest in the church before, but
now I feel a great affection and admiration because the
church alone has had the courage and persistence to
stand for intellectual truth and moral freedom.

I am

forced thus to confess what I once despised I now praise
unreservedly."

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

C. K. HOOVER, Mgr.

ANDERSON, S. C.

CLEMSON GRILL
ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

STONE BROTHERS
Complete Outfitters To Men, Young
Men, and Students
Greenville, S. C.
108 N. Main Street
CopjTigbi 1941, Lisem X MmiJTeMcce Or

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
DR. ALBERT MEIBURG

FORT HILL FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
CLEMSON SODA SHOP & BUS
STATION
FORT HILL DEPOSITORY

FEINSTEINS WATCH SHOP
THE TIGER BELIEVES IN THE CHURCH

AND

RECOMMENDS

CADET ON THE CAMPUS ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY.

THAT

EVERY
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